
Hauppauge, NY – September 2015

Crosstex is pleased to introduce a new addition to the company’s Preventives Line: the twist® plus 
Oscillating Disposable Prophy Angle and Tapered Brush, a unique take on the disposable prophy angle that 
brings an all-new level of performance to this fundamental tool.

Available in three styles (soft cup-TPLUSPASC, firm cup-TPLUSAFC, and tapered brush-TPLUSPATB), twist 
plus features a proprietary head design that rotates in a rapid 120° reciprocating (back-and-forth) motion 
instead of a traditional spinning motion. This innovation greatly diminishes frictional heat while reducing 
the spatter of potentially infectious materials like prophy paste, saliva and blood. The angle’s robust, 
patented gear mechanism offers smooth, continuous running and won’t seize during use.

The combination of the motion, cup design and overall size makes the twist plus an ideal tool for a variety 
of subtle and precision-oriented tasks. For interproximal and sub-gingival cleaning, the angle’s soft 
cup option flares out easily to allow greater access, while both of the available cup styles feature a new 
enhancement: a fluted design that improves loading of polishing paste and provides additional surface 
area to enhance interproximal polishing. 

“The oscillating head makes it ideal for orthodontic applications and procedures where sensitivity is an 
issue, or for precision tasks that would otherwise cause spatter.”  twist plus provides an ease of placement 
with a counter rotational motion reducing splatter. The angle also features ergonomic improvements that 
optimize comfort and ease of use for both patient and clinician during procedures. The small head design 
improves visibility and maneuverability, while the pen-style grip has been tapered and recessed to ensure 
a secure, comfortable grip, even while wearing gloves.
 

About Crosstex
A Cantel Medical company, Crosstex manufactures a wide array of infection prevention and control products for the 
healthcare industry. Founded in 1953 and headquartered in Hauppauge, New York, Crosstex sells products including 
face masks, which are 100% manufactured in its FDA-registered New York facility. Sold in more than 100 countries, 
Crosstex products include DentaPure® waterline treatment cartridges, sterilization pouches and accessories, patient 
towels and bibs, surface disinfectants and deodorizers, germicidal wipes, hand sanitizers, gloves, sponges, cotton 
products, saliva ejectors, evacuator and air/water syringe tips.  

To contact Crosstex please visit crosstex.com or call 888.276.7783. Join online at facebook.com/CrosstexProtects.
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Crosstex Introduces a Disposable 
Prophy Angle with a Twist
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